Commer cial Tile Cleaning

Deep clean your facility to remove unsafe work conditions, increase
customer satisfaction and improve health code compliance

Restaurants and Commercial kitchens can present interesting cleaning problems!
First of all, the kitchen is producing food with people running in and out constantly
so….food stills and grease splatters on the floor can create dangerous and
slippery conditions, and it is all trampled over for hours.
At the end of the night the team sw eeps and mops up the kitchen and serv ing
areas. All clean rig ht? No - most cleaning products tend to thin out the fats, oils,
and greases. The mop helps move them around with little really getting absorbed
or picked up, most of what was on the floor remains on the floor.
We Clean Kitchens, Bathrooms, Work Are as, Lobbies, Din ing Are as, Hallw ays , and
more!
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Professional Tile & Grout Deep Cleaning
Durable and versatile, tile is becoming more and more popular in commercial settings. Just
like carpet and other flooring, tile needs professional cleaning from time to time.
Tiny pores in the tile and grout allow dirt and other contaminates to become trapped below the
surface, where they can’t be removed with regular mopping. The dirt continues to build up
inside the pores, leaving tile and grout looking dark, dirty, and discolored.
This dirty build-up also is an excellent breeding ground for bacteria, mold and mildew.
Mopping and hand scrubbing with harsh cleaners can be ineffective, not to mention, time
consuming and extremely labor intensive.
Don’t spend your valuable time and energy trying to clean your dirty tile and grout. Instead,
call the professionals at Service Max to do the dirty work for you. We have equipment and
commercial strength cleaning agents specifically designed to handle the tough jobs. Our turbo
tile cleaning tool delivers the cleaning agents deep into the tile and grout pores to break apart
dirt and contaminates. Then our powerful equipment extracts all of that unwanted dirt, bacteria
and water, leaving your tile and grout clean and beautiful once again and with no mess to you.
So the next time your tile floors, walls, and counter tops start looking dull and dingy, don’t
waste your precious time on your hands and knees.
Instead, call Service Max LLC to do the job for you so your attention can be spent on the
people and things that are most important to you.
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